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ABSTRACT

Water Resources Management by the
Government and
Multilateral Development Banks:
China and the World Bank
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International Cooperation
Graduate School of International Studies
Seoul National University

The opponents of the Multilateral Development Banks’ involvement in water
resource management argue that the market-based neoliberal strategy ultimately
harms the poor and creates far-reaching social and environmental problems.
Likewise, the emphasis on ownership and strong government control has
traditionally prevailed in socialist China. However, with the apparent limitations of
the government-led water projects undergone in China, the role of the Multilateral
Development Banks (MDBs) in yielding more satisfactory results is increasingly
gaining significance.
This paper aims to show how the World Bank is increasingly accepting its
role in the broader development in the environment and how it can establish a
workable relationship with the government in enhancing institutional planning,
i

regulating and operational capacities and promoting an integrated approach to
water resource management.
In order to achieve efficient water resources management, it is vital that
governments adopt integrative institutional framework to enhance cooperation
among administrative units while MDBs need to consider the unique social and
political context of the Borrower. The paper concludes that the current water crisis
requires collaborative efforts and complementary strengths of government and
MDBs based on a strong commitment to sustainable development principles.
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I.

INTRODUCTION/ BACKGROUND

It is an unassailable fact that water is an essential resource for life. Not only
does water make existence of mankind possible, it also provides the basis for
economic and social development. The sheer vitality of water necessitates changes
in the way water scarcity is being addressed currently.
A “crisis” can be defined as an event or a time frame that requires immediate
action or a decisive change in previous actions in order to avoid extreme instability
affecting a large group of entities. In failing to manage a crisis adequately, a
catastrophe may emerge.
The complex features of the current water problem make it a “crisis”: it is
inter-related with other phenomena, recursive and irreversible. It is important to
note that water issue is both a natural and a human-made phenomenon,1 as factors
such as modern industrial system of agriculture or changes in the built environment
have intensified the scarcity that has been created naturally. Water is also
characterized by pervasive spillover effects, which makes it inevitable for one
group to be affected by others’ water use. This hydrological interdependence
characterizes water issue as both “crisis” and global “challenge,” which requires
serious assessment and cooperative action worldwide.
Water crisis poses extensive challenges that impact various dimensions of
people’s lives. Reduced access to freshwater impairs food production, causes loss
of livelihood security, stimulates large scale migration within and across borders,
and leads to increased economic and geopolitical tensions and instabilities.
1

"Water scarcity | International Decade for Action ‘Water for Life’ 2005-2015," UN Water.
Web. 23 March 2014. http://www.un.org/waterforlifedecade/scarcity.shtml.
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Statistics shows that today, one out of every eight people in the world do not have
adequate access to safe water,2 and by 2025, half of the countries worldwide will
face water stress.3 It is predicted that the demand of water will outweigh supply by
20404 and according to the World Economic Forum, water supply crisis ranks
among the top two most impactful, and top five most likely global risks.5 While
the figures suggest the severe scarcity that the world faces, it is important to realize
that much of the current water crisis is generated by political and governance
incompetence rather than physical scarcity. 6 The mismanagement of water
resources, such as inefficient pricing mechanism and faulty institutional
arrangements, results in broad socio-economic damage. The term “security” has
been widely used when addressing issues involving an essential resource such as
water, as the crisis can easily lead to endangering individual physical safety, health
and human welfare. Considering the magnitude of the crisis, traditional tools of
national defense or predominantly environmental approach would be insufficient in
devising solutions. Instead, a holistic approach needs to be adopted by
governments and international partners such as the Multilateral Development
Banks (MDBs) in order to create an enabling environment for integrated water
resource management. Such collaborative efforts would clarify responsibilities and
2
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coordination mechanisms while strengthening commitment of each in search for a
collective goal.

II.

RESEARCH QUESTION/ OBJECTIVE

This paper will seek to understand why the management of water resources
solely by the government fails to address the current water crisis adequately. By
analyzing the World Bank performance in China’s water sector in particular, the
following sections will examine whether the involvement of Multilateral
Development Banks yields more satisfactory outcomes in managing water
resources. This paper aims to examine the current weakness of the government’s
water resources management and the factors that need to complement such
weakness by examining the water projects conducted under the Bank’s command.
In recognizing the conflicting arguments of the Chinese government and
World Bank, this paper proceeds beyond the simple dichotomy of the state-market
control of water to examine how the marriage of government and MDB can
successfully manage water crisis.

III. HYPOTHESIS
With a multitude of characteristic limitations inherent in the strong
government of socialist economic and political systems, I hypothesize that the
Chinese government alone cannot devise a workable governing apparatus for water
resource management. It can be predicted that Multilateral Development Banks
(MDBs) upholding market-based neoliberal approach will function as a solution to
3

such limitations of solely government-led water projects. Thus, this paper expects
to prove that the World Bank’s involvement is essential in producing more
substantial and positive results in water resources management.

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

1. Research Design
The paper is based on assessments and evaluations of the water projects in
China made by the World Bank, international NGOs, and various media reports.
The qualitative and comparative research will be conducted for in-depth case
studies of water projects in China with World Bank participation. Analysis and
comparison of water projects carried out by government-MDB cooperation will
illustrate what is required to make efficient, sustainable and environmentallyfriendly management of water feasible.

A. Why China?
For decades China has displayed attempts to address the water crisis, including
Mao Zedong’s irrigation plans during the Great Leap Forward, the colossal Three
Gorges Dam, the Green Great Wall to stop desertification and restore the Yellow
River, and the current South-North Water Transfer Project. 7 The Chinese
government has designated reducing water consumption as one of the key goals of

7

Andrew Shen, “12 Scary Facts About the Chinese Water Crisis,” Business Insider. 8
November 2011. http://www.businessinsider.com/china-water-risk-2011-11?op=1.
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China’s 12th Five-Year Plan, and water scarcity has emerged as a major issue in
China that necessitates new approaches and change of scope.
According to the nonprofit group China Water Risk, China is expected to be
199 billion cubic meters short of water by 2030.8 World Bank expects 30 million
environmental refugees would emerge from rural and northern China by 2020 due
to water stress, and 11 provinces including Beijing and Shanghai meet the World
Bank’s water poverty mark of 1000 cubic meters per person per year (roughly
264,000 gallons).9 Business Insider (2011) reveals that over 300 million rural
Chinese have no access to safe drinking water, 190 million Chinese regularly drink
polluted water leading to serious health problems, 73.8% of groundwater in 8
regions is polluted, and most water in China is unfit for human contact. The fact
that 95.6% of China’s electricity relies on having water reinforces the severity of
the water issue that exists in China.10
Among the countries and regions that the World Bank has announced as key
water scarce areas that require the utmost attention, China is a country where there
is a huge imbalance. The unequal distribution of water resources in the north and
south, as well as rapid urbanization, widens the gap between different regions.
China’s emerging status as a superpower also attracts the limelight. Following
the unprecedented growth in the Chinese economy during the last decade, political
development is currently in progress. China has been a socialist country since 1949,
with the government playing a predominant role in the economy. However, during
the last 20 years much of the system is in the process of transition, as the role of the
8
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central government in managing the economy is being reduced. As opposed to
many developing countries that are relatively static in terms of political and
economic development, China is in the process of dynamic evolution that can lead
to the expectation that it is becoming more susceptible to cooperating with MDBs
in core issues such as water resources management. Also, Bank lending for water is
heavily focused on a few countries, and China is the main customer for all Bank
water-related loans, accounting for 23 percent of the global water portfolio (Figure
1) and being the top borrower for water (Figure 2). The case of China will therefore
be useful to illustrate the extent to which MDB involvement can support the
developing countries that are or have hitherto been doubtful to external influences,
while highlighting the need for MDBs to consider unique social context of the
client country.

Figure 1: Bank lending for water (Source: The World Bank Operations Evaluation
Department, 2005)
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Figure 2: The Top 10 Borrowers for Water (Source: IEG water database)

Moreover, China has sought various policy tools and institutions to
manage water resources during the current modernization period, particularly since
1978. In early 2006, 11th Five-Year Plan (FYP: 2006-2010) outlined the
importance of sustainable development and emphasized the need for environmental
protection amidst rapid industrialization. It reinforced the use of “holistic principles”
to conserve and repair ecosystems, and the government displayed effort to control
water quality by its pollution control in three key rivers (Huai, Hai, Liao), three
major lakes (Tai, Chao, Dianchi), Three Gorges Dam area, and upper reaches of
Yangtze and Yellow Rivers. It has been recognized that achieving consensus on the
implementation of water policies and adequately allocating responsibilities among
the administration structure are the key to coherent water management.
However, such commitment and efforts have often been distorted by
politics and institutional limitations which led to neglect of socio-economic and
environmental priorities. The two bodies involved in water management in China,
Ministry of Water Resources (MWR) and Ministry of Environment Protection
(MEP, formerly SEPA), have overlapping duties that create power conflicts as well
as accountability problems. The MWR is in charge of overseeing water resource
7

management and also claims authority over water quality control while MEP is
regarded as the ministry in charge of water quality control. Such overlaps not only
make conflicts in cases of trans-boundary water pollution disputes inevitable, but
also create unnecessary duplication of data collection which furthers inefficiency in
implementing water quality control policy.
Apart from the MWR, a set of central government ministries are involved
in water policy. There are eight ministries engaged in water policy under the State
Council. Also, local water bureaus in each province report their work to provincial
governments rather than to the MWR, which is one of the issues causing coherence
problems in water resource management. The fact that China’s water policy
involves multiple ministries and bureaus contributes to the accountability issues as
well as conflicts over policy-making and implementation.
The South-North Water Transfer Project clearly illustrates the challenges
to water resources management and governance in China. The ongoing, long-term
Project officially commenced in 2002 and is planned and implemented by the
government of China. The Project shows the efforts of China to manage water
crisis domestically with the total financial investment for the project divided
among the government, water fee raised in the benefiting areas, and bank loans in
China. The immense inequality created by the geographic and temporal disparity of
China’s distribution of freshwater resources aggravates China’s water problem,11
evident in the gap between China’s Yellow River (Huang He) in the North and the
Yangtze (Chang Jiang) in southern China.

11

Darrin Magee, Chapter 85 “Moving the River? China’s South-North Water Transfer
Project.” (2011).
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The project of transferring water from the more water-abundant area of
the South to the parched North is based on the idea proposed by Mao Zedong as
early as 1952, suggesting that “borrowing some water” from the southern region
would be a solution for the northern water scarcity. Costs of the project have
dramatically increased from the estimations made in 2008, due to increased
commodity prices, changes in the national policy and investment structures of the
project. 12 As of 2014, more than $79 billion have been spent, making it
incomparable to the amount spent in the Three Gorges Dam project.13
Geologists and scientists who are conscious of the danger of government
tendency to base its blueprints on inaccurate estimates now realize the need to
assert better public policy built on accurate data and facts. The scientists argue that
a major concern lays in the absence of open, independent system to determine
whether such major project will work. Since the mid-1990s, it has been frequently
pointed out that the government is discouraging public participation in China’s
water policy making and implementation. For example, the lack of transparency in
environmental policy is evident in the government’s Yellow River Conservancy
Commission that is conducting the discussion of the project behind closed doors.
The officials are avoiding a channel of communication that would require them to
reveal how they arrived at their figures. Such tendency reveals the flaw of China’s
authoritarian government, which largely remains closed to accepting public as its
non-bureaucratic ally in water policy. Dr. Zhao Jianping, sector coordinator for
energy in the World Bank’s China Office, indicated that while the government can
12

“South-to-North Water Diversion Project, China,” Water-technology.net. Web. 23 March
2014. http://www.water-technology.net/projects/south_north.
13
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implement ambitious projects quickly, the lack of checks and balances system
signifies that if there is a mistake it will be very difficult to retrieve the situation.

14

As noted by James Nickum (2006), a longtime observer of major water
projects in China, “the biggest challenges to the diversions are probably not ones of
engineering or environment, but of institutions.”15 The seven-basin commissions
that are responsible for comprehensive planning and management of China’s water
resources, which their bureaucratic rank would seem to place subordinate to the
Ministry of Water Resources, in fact have high autonomy. Also, while the Water
Law of China delegates some enforcement authority to the basin commissions,
their decision-making power is often taken over by developers of water
infrastructure who are closely connected to central decision makers of the National
Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) and State Council. With the move
toward “corporatization” over the past decade, former ministries and state-owned
enterprises in the water sector have become stock corporations. However, this is
not “privatization” that some may expect, as the majority of the stock is often
owned by the central government through the State Assets Supervision and
Administration Commission. Thus, the influence of central decision makers
overshadows the objective of corporatization to encourage competition and direct
key industries to profit generation. The South-North Water Transfer Project
(SNWT) reveals the imperfections inherent in China’s water governance, as the
design and construction work is being carried out by multitude of provincial and
14

Christina Larson, “On Chinese Water Project, A Struggle Over Sound Science,” Yale
Environment360. 8 Jan. 2009. http://e360.yale.edu/mobile/feature.msp?id=2103.
15
J.E. Nickum, The status of the south to north water transfer plans in China, United
Nations Development Programme. (2006) http://hdr.undp.org/en/
reports/global/hdr2006/papers/james_nickum_china_water_transfer.pdf.
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sub-provincial subsidiaries of various national companies. As D. Magee argues,
such system complicates the web of authority and hinders the process of
accountability.

16

Despite the ambitious planning and implementation aiming for a grand
solution to Chinese water crisis, the SNWT is also criticized for lacking realistic
consideration of the full impact on the environment or its cost efficiency.
Opponents voice their concerns as to the likely irreparable damage on economic,
social and ecological damage the project can incur. They argue that the project will
result in a tremendous waste of water due to evaporation and pollution, and
stimulate social damage such as forced relocation of people. Moreover, they are
concerned that the water price will rise by a great extent, and also foresee an
environmental disaster as the dry season can lead to water shortages in the Yangtze
River. The failure of the diversion plan will have dire consequences for
downstream communities that depend on the Yangtze for agriculture, industry, and
hydropower. With insufficient investment in water supply and water pollution
control, the sustainability of the project is now being questioned even by the
government. Such significant instabilities of SNWT are no different from those of
previous water projects, revealing how water resources management by the
Chinese government has crucial limitations. Considering China’s overall
freshwater resources availability and socioeconomic and biophysical context,
China needs not only institutional and bureaucratic changes in the future but also
fundamental shifts in the functioning of its water governing apparatus. For example,

16

Darrin Magee, “Moving the River?” (2011).
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key reforms in the current water pricing system and the reallocation of water
resources from irrigation-based agriculture to industries are necessary, and water
right has to be more clearly defined. Jiang Liping, senior irrigation specialist at the
World Bank in Beijing, has proposed, “the value of productivity per unit or drop of
water in physical water scarcity areas should increase together with water use
efficiency in economic water scarcity areas for irrigated agriculture using new
technologies.”17 According to him, technological strategies require the integration
of water resource and environmental management in order to facilitate the
conversion from a “resource consumption manner” to a “resource efficient manner.”
With many stakeholders, the water crisis is composed of various elements that
have no easy solution. Chinese government seems to have recognized the need for
efficient water resource management, but how to adequately address the issue
remains a difficult task. A sustainable approach that protects both the economic
growth and environment is crucial, and this requires more than government effort
alone.

B. Why World Bank?
The World Bank Group is composed of IBRD which is responsible for giving
loan for development projects on condition, IDA that lend at low-interest to lowincome countries, and IFC which stimulate private sector development. The World
Bank has a central goal of promoting economic development of the world’s poorer
countries, assisting developing countries through long-term financing of
17

Joshua Bateman, “China's looming water crisis.” The Ecologist. 25 February 2014.
http://www.theecologist.org/News/news_analysis/2291208/chinas_looming_water_crisis.ht
ml.
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development projects and programs. It provides to the poorest developing countries
– whose per capita GNP is less than $865 a year – a special financial assistance
through the IDA and encourages private enterprises in developing countries
through IFC. Most of its financial resources are acquired by borrowing on the
international bond market.18
In the face of the unprecedented water pressures in the world today, the World
Bank places water resources management (WRM) at the center of its efforts to help
countries effectively address water issues in related sectors such as agriculture,
disaster risk management, energy, and health. The World Bank is one of the key
external financiers in water resources management and seeks to address challenges
of water through “cross-sectoral approaches that encompass infrastructure
development, institutional strengthening, and a particular focus on the poor.”19
Supporting water resources management is thus closely related to the World Bank
Group’s goals that address poverty.
Global water challenges of today are so far reaching that they require multisectoral solutions. The World Bank assumes a key role by working across sectors
and countries to support integrated water resources management. Not only is the
Bank one of the key providers of knowledge and technical assistance on water, it is
also “the largest multilateral donor for water development with a water portfolio
accounting for 18 percent of its overall portfolio (representing 32 billion dollars in
active commitments) as of 2014, with a clear focus on building foundations for

18

World Bank. http://www.worldbank.org/en/about.
World Bank, Water Resources Management: Sector Results Profile. April 2013.
http://reliefweb.int/report/world/water-resources-management-sector-results-profile.
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shared prosperity and poverty alleviation.”20 On-the-ground results related to IDA
and IBRD-financed activities have been achieved in a range of critical areas. World
Bank-funded water resources management projects support client countries’
preparedness in responding to climate change, improving hydropower to help
energy generation processes, promoting an integrated approach to water resource
management and environment that aims to enhance the agricultural sector,
developing ownership at the local level and supporting cooperative trans-boundary
river management. The World Bank funding for water resources management
amounted to about US$8.08 billion across projects approved during fiscal years
2004-2013,21 which displays the vast contribution made by the World Bank Group.
Such projects across broad sectors are made possible through collaboration with
partners and additional support from Global Partnership Programs. The Bank’s
ability in capital mobilization is invaluable in the water sector that necessitates
sources of revenues for cost recovery and to prevent financial risks.
According to the World Bank (2013), contributions made by the Bank’s Water
Partnership Program (WPP), a multi-donor trust fund, have been significant and
allowed for a comprehensive approach to water resources. Also, the South Asia
Water Initiative (SAWI), a multi-donor partnership between the World Bank and
the governments of United Kingdom, Australia and Norway, has been established
in 2009. SAWI seeks to strengthen regional cooperation in managing the major
Himalayan river systems in South Asia and to bring about “sustainable, fair and

20
21
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inclusive development” against climatic variability.22
Similarly, Cooperation in International Waters in Africa (CIWA) aims to
support riparian governments in Africa by increasing regional cooperation. It
focuses on strengthening water resources management and development while
encouraging stakeholder involvement with greater accountability. In March 2011,
the World Bank has taken another huge step by signing a Memorandum of
Understanding with the U.S. government to expand and enhance collaboration in
the water sector.
In order to secure the achievements made so far and to yield further positive
results, it is necessary for the Bank to continue seeking support from not only
private corporate, funds, public organizations, but also from individual
governments. To adequately meet different client needs in particular contexts while
securing the path to sustainable development amidst global water crisis, concerted
effort between governments and the Bank seems vital.

2. Analytical Framework
In order to weigh the countering arguments for and against World Bank’s
involvement in managing water resources, the paper will examine the Bank’s
official documents and reports that evaluate its performance, criticisms of World
Bank approach in the water sector, and the assessments and outlook made on the
Chinese water projects. Through two comprehensive case studies of water projects
in China, this paper will seek to display the effects of World Bank’s involvement in

22
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reality. By examining the efforts and results made in each stage by both the
government and the World Bank, a comparative analysis will be made to explain
the diverging outcomes of two water projects.
Prior to examining the projects, one must understand the primary ideological
framework of the Bank and Chinese government. The World Bank represents the
values of Bretton Woods Organizations where economic disciplines prevail, and
displays neoliberal model of Global Social Governance. World Bank’s policies are
in contrast to the traditionally socialist ideologies of the Chinese government,
where Universalism and Keynesian Model’s social and political science disciplines
are embedded. Such framework will provide the basis for understanding the
differing policies and strategies of the Bank and the Chinese government.

Principal-Agent Model
Observing the different actors involved in water resources management,
principal-agency theory can be employed to illuminate their roles and
accountability problems. Principal-agency theory emphasizes the role of
information asymmetry and incentives in political relationships.23 As identified by
Weber, “asymmetric relationship” between authority and informational advantage
is common to many aspects of politics.24 Along the lines of authority versus
expertise, conflicts may arise. Like Weber’s asymmetry, principal-agency theory
focuses on relationships in which “the agent has an informational advantage over

23

Gary Miller and Andrew Whitford, “The Principal's Moral Hazard: Constraints on the
use of Incentives in Hierarchy” (2006).
24
Max Weber, From Max Weber: Essays in Sociology. (New York: Oxford Univ. Press,
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the principal and takes actions that impact both players’ payoffs.”25 The principal
has the formal authority to impose incentives on the agent, and unlike Weber,
principal-agency theory reinforces the leverage that these incentives give the
informationally disadvantaged principal. Thus, the principal seeks to induce the
agent to take actions that align its self-interest with that of the principal. Derived
from the economic analysis of insurance, principal-agency theory is relevant to
situations where various actors have differing power of authority and information.
In the case studies, the various actors involved in different projects will
highlight how it is necessary for principals and agents to close the gap of
information asymmetry and incentives in order to fulfill mutually beneficial
interests.

Principal-agency

theory

reinforces

the

need

for

institutional

interdependence while maintaining some degree of autonomy on both sides. It
stresses the importance of a well-functioning system of checks and balances, as
well as highlighting the fact that unilateral imposition of incentives on one side is
not feasible. In order to produce a mutually satisfactory outcome, a clear
relationship between principal and agent must be identified, where both sides are
committed to fulfilling their roles.
In terms of Principal-Agency theory, the South-North Water Transfer
involves many actors that complicate the principal-agency web. In this project, the
South-to-North Water Transfer Project Company becomes the project owner, with
pre-project construction work done by Hanjiang Water Resources and

25

Gary Miller, "The Political Evolution of Principal-Agent Models.” Annual Review of
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Hydropower.26 The corporation can thus be given the role of the agent as it
implements the designated work. Project management is being performed by the
State Development and Planning Commission, the Ministry of Water Resources,
the Ministry of Construction, the State Environment Protection Administration and
China International Engineering Consultant Corporation.27 These multiple players
play the role of the principal, having the authority to command the project. It
should be noted, however, that the South-North Transfer Project does not establish
a simple principal-agency relationship as other actors are also involved. For
example, actors such as GCW Consulting and Changjiang Water Resources
Commission can receive commands from the aforementioned principals, fulfilling
roles of agents. On the other hand, these same actors play a dual role of principals,
as they in turn command the aforementioned agent, the SNWTP Company. With
the various actors taking roles as both principal and agent, the diverse incentives
and self-interests further complicate the relationship of accountability and signify
the difficulty to achieve mutually satisfactory outcome. Principal-agent problem
arises when the two parties have different interests and asymmetric information,
which can result in moral hazard and conflict of interest. Thus, tasks that involve a
multitude of actors necessitate efficient mechanism to align the interests of the
agent with those of the principal, including the provision of appropriate incentives.
Compared to the complex principal-agent structure of the South-North
Transfer Project, the cases with Bank involvement benefit from the simple
principal-agent structure. In the Henan Towns Water Supply and Sanitation Project
26

“South-to-North Water Diversion Project, China,” Water-technology.net. Web. 23 March
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27
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– that will be examined in more detail under the Case Study section – the Bank
takes the role of the principal providing the necessary funding. The Henan
Provincial Financial Department, which is the implementing agency, and the
Chinese government become agents. Similarly, in another project that will be
analyzed under the Case Study, the Hai Basin Integrated Water and Environment
Management Project, the Bank assumes the role of the principal while the Chinese
government and the implementing agencies become agents. As the two parties
clearly assume their roles as principal or agent, there is less risk of one party
shirking or evading its responsibilities.

V.

LITERATURE REVIEW

In water resources management, MDB’s market-oriented approach has
constantly been subject to criticisms. In particular, the World Bank’s focus on
infrastructure and private sector involvement has often been attacked by those who
believe that such neoliberal strategies will only stimulate inequality while
aggravating ecological and social drawbacks.
On the opposing side, however, there are studies that question the effectiveness
of government-imposed solutions to water issues. Skepticisms point to the
characteristic problems of publicly managed water services, such as corruption,
inefficiency, obsolete technology, pollution and waste of resources. Such arguments
support MDB strategy in exhorting governments to retreat from managing public
services.
During the past decades, the Bank was mainly involved in project rather than
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policy lending, granting loans for the construction and development of
infrastructure that would be operated and managed by the state, which made public
management of water resources the norm. However, the 1990s saw change of
paradigm in World Bank thinking, evident in 1992 Dublin Statement on Water and
Sustainable Development, and was accompanied by the global movement for the
recognition of the economic value of water. The idea of integrated water resource
management emerged, with the objective of optimal management of the scarce
resource through holistic approach that addresses problems of competition. Such
approach has gained support as a remedy to fragile water services under public
water management in many developing countries.
Thus, the trend in studies outlines the opposing arguments: while governments
of many developing countries and public agencies remain hesitant in transferring
ownership to an external power, Bretton Woods Institutions strongly advocate the
neoliberal approach that urges minimal government control in water management.

1. MDB perspective
The report of the World Bank Operations Evaluation Department, The World
Bank’s Assistance for Water Resources Management in China by Robert C.G.
Varley (The World Bank, 2005), provides a thorough picture of the World Bank’s
efforts in mitigating effects of mismanagement of water in China. The Bank’s
Operations Evaluation Department (OED) is a department that is independent of
the Bank’s operational management and the Chinese government agencies, and
conducts project and sector studies, including a Country Assistance Evaluation
(CAE). Such OED reports are delivered to the World Bank’s Board, represented by
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the Committee on Development Effectiveness (CODE). They include routine
evaluation summaries of completion reports (ES), more intensive project
performance reviews (PPAR) and ad-hoc thematic or sector reports.28
To begin with, the report highlights the intensifying water issue in China as the
rapid population and economic growth during the last few decades led to immense
exploitation of water resources. Although China has a tradition of hydraulic
engineering, water shortages, flood control and pollution remain as the three major
issues for Chinese water management.29 The number of large dams in China that
increased from 22 to 22,000 since 1949

30

and the South-North Transfer Project

that is now underway reflect the country’s efforts to reduce pressures. However,
environmental and economic problems remain, and the implicit values in different
users are far removed from economic realities. For example, the value to users of
untreated but usable water for municipal, industrial, and household demand is 10 to
40 times that in agriculture.31
China’s water crisis combines many factors being experienced in other
countries. There are issues of coordination of upstream and downstream users,
overlapping jurisdictions, water pollution, and a great imbalance between demand
and supply for water services.
Efforts to address water supply, such as increased abstraction, improving
efficiency and increasing storage capacity have seen only partial success.
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Groundwater reserves are running down and damming of rivers for hydropower
has sometimes frustrated other water management objectives, filling reservoirs
with silt and reducing their capacity.32 At the same time, the demand side of the
problem is not receiving adequate attention and tariff reforms as a means of
addressing water resources constraints are still not in place.
The OED report reinforces that it is vital for China to address the many water
issues on both supply and demand sides. The megaprojects such as the Three
Gorges Dam and the South-North Water Transfer are often criticized for being too
focused on supply side. World Bank suggests the projects to place priorities on
more efficient water allocation using prices to regulate demand, effective
groundwater and water quality regulation, and the reform of institutions. It
reinforces that decentralization of political and economic power is required in
constraining demand while transparent system of volumetric charging for use is
also fundamental. The decentralization of decision-making is necessary to separate
riparian provinces on the great river systems, making it difficult for the central
government to control the allocation of water resources. Thus, the OED stresses
that not only is current water management framework inadequate to aptly resolve
conflicts, institutions must also correspond to basins rather than provinces as river
basin is the most appropriate unit for negotiation and water resources management.
The report acknowledges that the Ministry of Water Resources (MWR) has
been effective at supply-side interventions. However, its limitations have been
pointed out in optimizing uses and utilizing water resources. Although water
management agencies have the technical skills, management of water resources
32
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requires incentives derived from particularistic interests of the provincial water
resources departments. For physical planning and operation of water infrastructure,
the most effective unit for WRM is a river basin – integrated river basin
management (IRBM). The MWR-controlled river basin commissions (RBC) face
limitations in managing integrated water resources development.
According to the OED, integration of WRM is difficult to achieve due to the
interaction of fairly objective needs for new institutions, incentives and procedures,
on the one hand, and bureaucratic interests and political resistance to demand
management on the other. China’s water problems require a balance between
economic growth and resource depletion, protection of the environment, health and
other non-economic objectives, mediated by strong governments at both central
and provincial levels. In this regard, the World Bank operations have supported the
change in WRM policy and strategy since the 1990s.
The OED report accentuates some lessons that can be learned from the Bank
operations. With the growing significance of water scarcity, water has been added
to environment and poverty as a cross-sectoral theme. There is also both a formal
Bank WRM Policy (WRMP) and Water Resources Sector Strategy (WRSS), and
water resources planning and management fall across traditional sector boundaries.
Many Bank sector categories and OED evaluations of Bank water related projects
showed that China projects have a higher degree of compliance with the Bank’s
1993 WRMP than for any other large country. Judging the performance in relation
to both Bank and country policies, the OED names China “the best client as
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measured by evaluations of completed projects.”
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Despite some technical and political difficulties, the World Bank and its
partners in the Chinese technical, financial and planning ministries, at both central
and provincial level have together produced tangible results. The Bank provided
substantial transfer of knowledge, access to specialist expertise, and financing,
which compensated the burdensome procedures demanded on the Chinese. The
partnership between China and the Bank can be seen as one of flexibility with
Bank-supported projects encouraging new approaches in key water reform areas.
As stated by the OED, the good relationship between China and the Bank
stems from complementary needs. Bank staff continuity and China’s internal
stability with continuity in the government proved to be complementary, and
cooperation between the two is largely perceived to have been mutually beneficial.
For example, while the Bank provided financial support for training and technical
cooperation, China offered unprecedented opportunities for the kind of technical
challenges that attracted the Bank’s best engineers. Also, despite China’s
complaints about transaction costs and lending rates, the combination of IBRD,
IDA and Global Environment Fund (GEF) funding is far less costly than
international market rates.
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According to the OED, key strengths of the Bank’s operation in China include
a low-key, client-centered approach and the ability to ensure good project
performance by requiring cost-recovery from beneficiaries. On the other hand, the
report also cites weaknesses such as the lack of explicit procedures for gender and
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participation in its study of water policy compliance on China projects and the lack
of coordination between Bank sector units.
Overall, the OED underlines the foundations that help establish a special
relationship between the Bank and China. While the Bank needs such a big
borrower, China also needs World Bank that is firmly committed to China’s
development issues. The Bank is increasingly focusing on broader developmental
goals, a shift from a more conventional development-banking role it took in past
China operations.
The problems of water management by the Chinese government are further
reinforced in the World Bank report on China’s water scarcity, Addressing China’s
Water Scarcity (The World Bank, 2009). The report begins by stating that China’s
leadership acknowledges the severity of China’s water problems and that the action
plans of the government reflect its commitment to address the crisis. For example,
the 9th Five-Year Plan (1996-2000) for National Social and Economic Development
set sustainability as a guiding principle for socioeconomic development and put
emphasis on strengthening water resource development. Series of action plans for
the management of river basins and lakes, the 10th FYP (2001-05), and the 11th FYP
(2006-10) all highlight the importance of improving water resources management
in achieving sustainable social and economic development. In addition, the
amendments of Water Law in 2002 and Water Pollution Prevention and Control
Law in 1996 reflect the government’s efforts to address water problems and
provide guidelines for policy making at both the central and local levels. However,
the report then focuses on how Chinese government has failed to achieve the
planned objectives and questions whether plans pledged by the government will be
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fully implemented. Such weakness can be attributed to several factors.
The case study on water pollution prevention and control plans for the Huai
River Basin identifies some of the reasons why the programs of the 9th and 10th
FYP periods have not achieved their objectives of reducing major pollutants.
According to the report, there has been insufficient consideration of the complexity
and difficulty of water quality improvements in formulating the plans; incomplete
and even distorted information for pollution control planning; lack of monitoring
systems to evaluate the implementation of plans; policy failures in support of
implementation of plans; and fragmented institutional systems for water resources
management.
More specifically, the World Bank attributes the prevailing failure of the water
resources management system to its excessive fragmentation. Although recently
there is a trend of various water-related agencies combining into a more unified
water bureau, there still exists extensive vertical and horizontal fragmentation in
the system. For example, several institutions are involved in water management at
every level of government. Numerous ministries/ authorities, such as the Ministry
of Water Resources (MWR), Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Agriculture, are
involved in various ways in water management. Such unclear boundaries between
institutional jurisdictions inevitably create overlaps and conflicts in responsibilities.
Thus, the current system raises administrative cost for coordination among
different institutions and renders water management ineffective. The fact that these
institutions do not cooperate and coordinate with each other very well aggravates
the problem. For example, as the figure 3 shows, MWR and MEP both monitor the
water quality of major rivers, and yet each has its own monitoring stations and do
26

not share its respective database on water quality information.

Figure 3: MEP and MWR Water Quality Data for Huai River, 1998-2004
(Sources: China Statistical Yearbook (various years), MWR Statistical Yearbook
(various years).
Note: Grades I-III refer to water that is safe for human consumption after treatment;
grade IV-V refer to water that is safe for industrial and irrigation use; and grade V+
refers to water that is unsafe for any use.)

Apart from such horizontal fragmentation, vertical fragmentation also
exists in the water management system. As noted by Benrong Peng of the Coastal
and Ocean Management Institute, the existing regime of water resource
management is mainly based on administrative boundaries of different levels of
government, with each level of government having its own focal points and
priorities. Not being based at the river basin level, the management of
transboundary rivers remains difficult.
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The river basin management commissions (RBMCs), established for
China’s seven large river/ lake basins as subordinate organizations of the MWR,
have limited power. For example, they are responsible for preparing basin-wide
water allocation plans and providing technical direction and guidance to local
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governments within the basin. However, the authority for functional control in
most instances rests with the provincial, prefecture, and county governments within
the river basin.36 It is thus difficult for the RBMCs to coordinate with related
provinces/ municipalities and other stakeholders, having no representatives from
the affected provinces and municipalities. China’s water resource management thus
requires institutional reforms to transform the current fragmented system to an
integrated one.
The OED report highlights some of the major policy failures in China’s
water management, including an underdeveloped system of water rights
administration; an excessive focus on supply rather than demand management; an
excessive reliance on administrative measures rather than market-based
instruments; insufficient financing for pollution control; and low levels of pollution
charges. According to the report, the reasons for limited implementation in China’s
water management can be attributed to China’s weak institutional and policy
framework for water resources management. Thus, the report suggests key areas
for improvement: strengthening key dimensions of water institutions and
governance; allocating and administering water rights; setting prices right based on
market mechanisms; piloting market-based ecological compensation to achieve
financially sustainable and natural conservation; promoting system and measures to
strengthen water pollution control; improving both emergency response and
prevention to mitigate environmental disasters.
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Figure 4: Ministries and Authorities Involved in Water Resource Management (Source:
The World Bank, 2009)

As outlined in the report China and the World Bank: A Partnership for
Innovation (2007), China and the Bank have cooperated in various sectors. Among
29

them, water sector is of great significance both as an area of successful innovation
and as an area that still has much room and need for solid collaboration. Under
Innovation #17 of the report, integrated water resources management (IWRM) for
river basin management is explained in detail. The IWRM approaches aim “to
improve water savings and allocation, and enhance the participation of water
users,” 38 through various methods such as irrigation management reforms,
integrated river basin management organizations and water users associations
(WUAs),

water

quotas

and

volumetric

water

pricing,

and

managing

evapotranspiration (ET) to achieve real water savings. The adoption of IWRM thus
enhanced China’s capacities to manage water resources more efficiently and in an
environment-friendly way.
Since the government recognized the importance in developing its water
resources, the focus has largely been on infrastructure and lacked emphasis on
socioeconomic issues and the environment. However, considering the unique
context of China’s unequal availability of water, the water resource crisis extends
to multiple dimensions that are difficult to resolve despite the economic
development, technical expertise and political stability. The report points out, “the
fundamental challenges in the water resources sector are not only technical but also
concern the institutions and management instruments.” 39 China has focused
intensively on economic development rather than WRM and the environment, and
institutional arrangements and practices for managing the scarce water resource are
still inefficient and unsustainable. Amidst the increasing severity of water crisis,
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China-Bank Partnership is necessary to bring about significant changes in water
resource management. While early Bank-supported projects focused mainly on
developing water resources and rural infrastructure, the concept of integrated and
participatory water resources management has been introduced in the 1990s, with
the projects such as the Yangtze Basin Water Resources Management Project, the
Tarim Basin projects and the Irrigated Agriculture Intensification II Project. The
IWRM approach proposed new water resources management models, short- and
long-term strategies, and policy and legal reform. Thus, the Bank played a crucial
role in assisting the Chinese Government by introducing innovations and
supporting the Government to develop new policies and programs in water
resources management.
Following the Bank pioneering the concept of integrated river basin
management in the Tarim Basin II Project, the concept of integrated water and
environment management has been introduced in 2004 with the GEF Hai Basin
Integrated

Water

and

Environment

Management

Project.

Utilizing

evapotranspiration (ET) management that was introduced in 2000 with the Water
Conservation Project (WCP), the Bank proceeded with the innovative approach to
solve the Hai Basin water shortage. China-Bank Partnership has thus been
productive in moving the Government toward a system of IWRM that incorporates
water users’ participation. The partnership made it possible for the Government to
achieve major successes such as irrigation reform and participatory water
management through WUAs, water quotas and volumetric pricing, and integrated
water and environment management. A best practice example of sustainable river
basin management in the Tarim serves as a model to subsequent river basin
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management in much more complicated basins, such as the Hai. Overall, the
fundamental concept change is having an extensive impact on the Chinese water
community in addressing the challenges of WRM in the context of continued
socioeconomic development, environmental degradation, and water scarcity.

2. Against MDB Strategy
Criticisms toward the MDB involvement in the water sector are also frequently
made by NGOs or governments that base their ideologies on the more
universalistic, Keynesian framework. International Rivers, a non-profit, nongovernmental, environmental and human rights anti-dam organization based in
Berkeley, California, often publishes reports that attack the World Bank’s
neoliberal, market-based approaches to global issues. As such, it proposes
counterarguments to World Bank water strategy in the March 2003 report, Word
Bank Water Strategy is Reactionary, Dishonest and Cynical: Rich Pickings for the
Dam Lobby, Harm for the Poor and Environment.
The report heavily criticizes the Water Resources Sector Strategy (WRSS) that
was approved by the World Bank’s Board of Directors in 2003. The WRSS
emphasizes the need to invest more on big dams, inter-basin transfers and other
water megaprojects, which the International Rivers Network (IRN) criticizes for
being reactionary, dishonest and cynical. The IRN raises concerns that such
strategy would only serve to benefit the big dam lobby and private water
companies, without alleviating poverty, water shortages and the dire condition of
the world’s rivers. The IRN recognizes the power of the World Bank, as the world’s
largest development institution, to set the agenda for other donors and governments.
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In recognizing this, it fears that the WRSS will not only set priorities for World
Bank lending but will also influence other institutions.
Firstly, the report points out that it is “reactionary” for the World Bank to bring
back the hydropower megaprojects that prevailed in the 20th century, when
following such strategy frequently led to socially and environmentally damaging
results.
Moreover, the IRN criticizes the World Bank for being “dishonest,” as the
WRSS ignores the findings of the World Commission on Dams (WCD) on the poor
economic performance of dams and their devastating social and environmental
impacts. The IRN claims that the WRSS mentions the WCD’s findings only to
distort them, in order to support private sector dams. Considering the fact that
WCD was established because “the Bank’s policies were inadequate at preventing
it from lending for destructive and unnecessary dam projects,”

40

the Bank’s

refusal to adopt the Commission’s detailed “guidelines” becomes controversial.
Instead of following WCD recommendations, the WRSS justifies the promotion of
hydropower by citing the 2002 Johannesburg World Summit on Sustainable
Development (WSSD), although the summit declaration does not link hydropower
with poverty reduction.
Lastly, the report labels the Bank practices as “cynical,” for what IRN sees as
insincere concern for over a billion people who currently lack access to safe water.
The IRN asserts that the Bank’s emphasis in private investment in water supply
schemes often neglects rural areas that suffer most from deficits of safe drinking
40
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water. The cost of infrastructure projects, such as large reservoirs and pipelines,
further makes it inadequate to address those who are most in need.
Thus, the report concludes that the WRSS proposes inadequate solutions to
meeting the world’s needs. While realizing the important role of the Bank to
improve the performance and safety and to mitigate the adverse impacts of existing
infrastructure, the IRN makes a final recommendation for the World Bank to
“disengage” from the water sector.
The World Commission on Dams also pointed out in a report that water
crisis is a result of mismanagement of water.41 The WCD argues that problems
with water supply and irrigation dams are the main problems, as seventy percent of
water-supply dams did not meet their targets, and half of large-scale irrigation
projects were underperformed. As alternatives to dams for water supply, the WCD
report suggests revitalizing existing sources, introducing appropriate pricing
strategies, and adopting local strategies such as rainwater harvesting.
While acknowledging the World Bank’s effort in improving water
management in developing countries, Sam Wong, a development-environmental
geographer, criticizes its water policies that may have an undesirable impact on
poor people’s access to water and livelihoods on the ground. In his work, A
Critique of the World Bank’s Sustainable Water Framework (2012), the author
raises concerns regarding the assumptions of the ideas such as community
participation, decentralization, user-charging, good governance and strict rule
enforcement. He argues that poor people would suffer from significant cost burden
if these policies do not work.
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Moreover, Wong emphasizes the danger of the Bank’s water model that
fails to fully consider the role of socially-embedded institutions in influencing
water-user behavior. He underlines the need to build a more socially-informed
model by incorporating human values into water governance and seeking a deeper
understanding of social context and cultural diversity. With a particular focus on
protecting the poor, the paper outlines five principles required for successful water
interventions: history and culture of social relations; existing relations of
cooperation that shape water participation; people’s livelihood priorities;
individuals’ preferred institutional environment; and the interplay between new and
old institutions.42
The paper begins by realizing the Bank’s effort in getting the water
management right. A “sustainable water management framework,” proposed by
the Bank, aims to secure water efficiency, social equity, poverty reduction, and
ecological sustainability, through six essential elements including community
participation, decentralization, cost recovery, good governance, strict enforcement
and monitoring and appropriate use of technology.43
The ambitious water model shows the Bank’s efforts to influence policy
process and practices such as transparency and democratic decision-making, as
well as policy outcomes, through more efficient water management. The
framework suggested by the Bank deserves credit in that it recognizes economic
and political reforms as pre-conditions for improving water resources. It also
acknowledges the role of “private-public” synergy in water governance and
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reinforces the social dimensions in water planning by recognizing the role of
cultural norms and social relations in aligning private and collective interest.
At the same time, however, the Bank’s framework reveals flaws such as
neglecting the diversity and complexity of “cultural characteristics of water use and
distribution in different countries.” 44 Moreover, critics point out that defining
water as purely economic commodity ignores the role of water as a community
asset.
Closely examining the underlying neo-institutional features of the framework,
the assumptions on human incentives in water using and the role of institutions in
shaping human actions, Wong argues that it is necessary to adopt a more sociallyinformed framework in order to protect the poor and simultaneously attain goals of
social equity, poverty reduction and water efficiency.

VI. CASE STUDY: CHINA
According to Jiao Yong, Vice Minister of Water Resources, China has more
than 400 cities short of water, some 110 of which are facing severe scarcity.45 A
study by the China's Ministry of Water Resources reinforces the immediacy of the
crisis, finding that approximately 55% of China's 50,000 rivers that existed in the
1990s have disappeared.46 The article of the Ecologist, China’s looming water
crisis, explains that in terms of logistics, China faces the dilemma that most of the
water usage is in the northern part of the country while more than 60% of China’s
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water is in the south. As Debra Tan, Head of China Water Risk, specifies, “45% of
China's GDP is derived from water-scarce provinces.”47 Having coal as its primary
energy source, China also faces difficulties as coal production is a water-intensive
process that further pollutes China's water supply. The article further emphasizes
that climate change could worsen existing problems over water security, water
supply and farming irrigation.
Insufficient water supplies have extensive ramifications, as economic growth
and innovation in China will inevitably be hindered. Moreover, water issues in
China are not limited to China as rivers transcend boundaries and water projects in
China affect the water supplies of neighboring countries such as Vietnam, Laos,
Cambodia, India, Thailand and Bangladesh. The lack of water also impacts the
production of raw materials and affects global commodity prices.
While the government recently introduced water quotas that certain provinces
must meet by 2015, many provinces and counties have reached agreements to trade
their water rights for financial consideration to other provinces, which are short of
water.
According to Reuters, China's current five-year plan calls for $304 billion to
be invested in various infrastructure projects including dams and irrigation systems.
One example is the South-North Water transfer. Moreover, China continues to
invest in dams such as the Three Gorges Dam, which was completed in 2012 and
can produce 22.5 GW of power.48 On the demand side, improving efficiency is
crucial. Researchers in the Wilson Center's China Environment Series 12 Report
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stressed that best practices such as fixing leaks, improving cleaning, and reusing
water are prerequisites for significant gains. At the same time, China is increasingly
displaying its willingness to cooperate with external institutions, such as the MDBs,
to maximize results in this critical sector.

1. World Bank Involvement
In order to show how the World Bank can contribute in managing water crisis,
this section will compare and analyze two projects conducted in China with the
Bank’s support. Henan Towns Water Supply and Sanitation Project will be
examined to show why World Bank’s efforts to collaborate with the government
ultimately failed. In contrast, Hai Basin Integrated Water and Environment
Management Project will demonstrate how government and the Bank can join
efforts to yield satisfactory results in addressing water crisis. For each project, indepth analysis will be made on the success and failure factors, objectives, and
outcomes.

A. Henan Towns Water Supply and Sanitation Project
To begin with, Henan Towns Water Supply and Sanitation Project (henceforth
referred to as Henan Towns Project) is significant as it is a project that highlights
that high commitment of the World Bank in terms of financial support does not
necessarily guarantee a successful outcome. The World Bank has provided a loan
in the amount of US $150 million for this project and has focused its financing
highly (77%) on water supply sector. Although in terms of efficiency the project
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has been rated as “moderately satisfactory,” the overall outcome rating was
“unsatisfactory.”49
From January 24 to March 29, 2005, a research team consisting of experts and
workers from the Social and Resettlement Institute of NCWU (North China Water
University) conducted on-the-spot investigations to produce the “Report on the
Social Evaluation of the Project in towns of Henan Province.” The Report covers
aspects such as production, living standard, developing standard of social economy
and the ability to bear water price. The evaluation was made to assess the
groundwater quality, social and economic development, living condition of the
citizens, and the use of water in the cities and towns in the project regions. The
Report proves that potential adverse social effects were considered prior to the
project implementation and that efforts were made to enhance the project design
and efficiently bring about a coordinated development between economy and
society. The report was submitted to the Managing Office of Foreign Loan Projects,
administrated by the Finance Bureau of Henan Province, and the World Bank.
The thorough investigations made by the experts on the social economy lead to
several significant conclusions. For example, the annual income, the per capita
annual expenditure and the Engle coefficients prove that the citizens in every town
of the project region were able to afford the water price at the time of the
investigations. As a whole, they actively requested to drink tap water and thought it
necessary to build sewage treatment plants. Moreover, the investigation of the
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sample county (city) in every project shows that the supply of the tap water
occupies 31.12% of the total amount of gross demand, reinforcing the need to set
up the new waterworks to satisfy the increasing water supply.50
Based on the findings, the Report draws an overall conclusion that the project
can solve the problem of the insufficient water supply in the small town of Henan
Province. The expected positive outcomes include superior quality of convenient
drinking water and the construction of the sewage treatment plant that can improve
the ecological environment, people’s health, and quality of life.
The Report also aims to grasp the local specificities and socio-economic
context in which the project will take place, by closely evaluating many social
aspects in China. For example, the sample residents’ ability and the will to pay
water charges are assessed to comprehend the attitudes towards the construction of
the waterworks in the project counties or cities. In addition, the inhabitants’
understanding and reflection of the project are also investigated in detail, showing
that the demand in higher quality of water increases in parallel to living condition
and income. This focus on quality means that in general inhabitants realize the
superiority of tap water to well water. 51 Amidst the general trend of sample
inhabitants acknowledging that tap water is superior to well water in both quality
and convenience, the supporting rate is highest in urban inhabitants, followed by
moving inhabitants, and lowest in the resettled population.
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The Report forecasts that the project will benefit the society and economy in
many ways: improving drinking quality and public health, providing employment
opportunities to the local people, attracting the foreign capital, improving the
development of industry, agriculture and business, and increasing the tax income
and public revenue of the local government.
Moreover, social consciousness is expected to rise as the approved loan plan of
World Bank enables the implementation of the Bank’s argument, actualization,
management pattern and people-oriented thought. It is foreseen that the most
vulnerable women and children will be those who benefit the most from the project.
At the same time, however, the Report mentions some negative effects on
social economy and environment that may arise due to the project. For example, it
expects local people’s loss of lands, which would negatively impact their farming
and lives. The construction is also predicted to affect local ecology, and the local
purchasing of the materials of the project may result in rising prices, placing
burden on the residents. According to the report, sudden increase of the nonresidents will put strain on the local social security and traffic while improper
disposal of the waste products will aggravate local environmental sanitation and
affect the residents’ physical health. Such negative consequences of the project
explain the opposition that exists among the local population.
In order to ensure the implementation of the project, the Report conducts the
evaluation of the resettlement and development of social economy. The evaluation
is divided into “interior supervision” which is made by the leaders of the project,
related sections and the project implement units, and “exterior supervision” that is
performed by a non-government consulting organization. In this way, each county
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(city)

government

ensures

the

residents’

living

conditions,

distributes

compensations on time, and protects the legal rights of those resettled during the
project construction and implementation.
In elaborating the methods to ensure the participation of the public and the
interest-related residents in this Project, the Report analyzes different types of
people with direct or indirect interests. Different economic and social interests in
this project lead to diverse attitudes, hope, concerns and rights. The Report reveals
that people who have direct interests, such as residents in towns and cities, officials,
clerks, residents going to and fro between cities and towns, and the resettled do not
have much say in the matter. Despite the limited influential power, they maintain
their interests in the project as they believe the enhanced condition of drinking
water and water environment will be helpful for physical health and environmental
sanitation.
On the other hand, those who have the highest power in this project are those
who have indirect interest. For example, the Foreign Loan Project Office of
Finance Department of Henan Province and the Reform and Development
Committee of Henan Province are the highest supervisors of this project, ensuring
the loan and the project can be completed as soon as possible. They give “energetic
support to every kind of loan and fulfill the policy for them.”52 Along with them,
the World Bank also has the highest power in this project, strictly implementing the
loan policy of the Bank. The International Consultative Experts and Domestic
Consultative Experts are also examples of those who have rather high power in this
project.
52
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Following the investigation and comprehensive evaluations outlined above,
the loan was approved on June 27, 2006. By constructing water production
facilities, water distribution networks, wastewater collection pipes and wastewater
treatment facilities, the Bank sought to improve water supply and wastewater
management in 38 towns under 12 municipalities of Henan Province and support
county towns’ efforts to cope with rapid urbanization.53
The focus on towns was proved to be appropriate, as 70% of rural-urban
migrants over the following decade were expected to settle in towns rather than in
big cities.54 The project addressed issues of water scarcity, providing technical
assistance (TA) for institutional development including regional planning for
country town development, water sector regulations, and project management and
utility staff training. 55 By expanding Henan province’s water supply and
wastewater management services and improving the institutional capacity of
relevant institutions to plan, regulate and operate such services, the Bank targeted
to improve the economy of participating county towns with relatively low
incomes.56
Unfortunately, the project implementation was “unsatisfactory” due to
difficulties with procurement, weakness in project management, ineffective use of
technical assistance and slow response to management issues.57 As a result, two of
the three project development outcome indicators were partially achieved, and the
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third was unsatisfactory.
The Implementation Completion and Results Report highlights some
significant lessons learned during the project. For example, it concluded that hiring
consultants to help the Borrower in project preparation must start at project
identification stage. Also, the Bank has recognized the lack of understanding of the
screening and selection criteria by participating counties as a vital weakness. This
resulted in 11 participating counties not following the Bank’s procurement rules for
their retroactive financing subprojects, and they were eventually rejected. The
Bank has also noted that the engagement of both a team of experts and a design
institute working in tandem to support the Project Management Offices (PMOs)
and Water Utility Companies (WUCs) in preparation of an FSR is not practical.
Lastly, the Bank concluded that the programmatic loan with a framework for
selecting and appraising subprojects could have been more appropriated. Such
vulnerabilities together formed a barrier to a successful outcome. Thus, despite the
prior research and consideration of socio-economic context and local tendencies,
the project serves as an example of a failed attempt of the government and the
World Bank.

B. Hai Basin Integrated Water and Environment
Management Project
A successful case of a collaborative effort made by the Bank and the
government of China can be examined to illustrate how they promoted an
integrated approach to water resource management and pollution control, while
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respecting the marine environment, ecosystem and biodiversity in the Bohai Sea.
Hai Basin Integrated Water and Environment Management Project (henceforth
referred to as Hai Basin Project) was completed in 2011, being implemented in 16
counties in northern China and benefitting over 20 million people with enhanced
local health and living standards.58 As a result of the project, farmers could enjoy
increased water productivity, crop yields, and household incomes, followed by
more efficient consumption-based irrigation management. In the longer term,
fishers and communities fringing the Bohai Sea are expected to experience benefits
arising from improved water quality, fishery stocks and biodiversity.59
The Hai Basin, which extends along six provinces and the municipalities of
Beijing and Tianjin, account for 15 percent of China’s GDP. Like many parts in
China, it was not free from water-related problems such as water pollution, water
scarcity, diminishing water supplies and flooding. Water availability per capita in
the Hai Basin was only 14 percent of the national average and about 4 percent of
the global average.60 Overexploitation of groundwater, pollution, and overuse of
surface water that led to inadequate environmental flows exacerbated deterioration
of water resources and coastal environments. Such land-based pollution in the Hai
Basin, overfishing, and reduction of freshwater inflows, and habitat loss,
incessantly threatened the ecological function of the Bohai Sea into which the
Basin discharges.
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To address these problems thoroughly, the World Bank and the Chinese
Government developed and implemented an integrated approach to water and
environmental management. A key management measure supported by the project,
integrated water and environment management (IWEM) planning, provides a
context for the development of practical approaches to carry out top-down, bottomup, vertical and horizontal cooperation at the basin, sub-basin and county level.
Alongside IWEM, the project introduced evapotranspiration (ET) management
approach in order to achieve real water savings to prevent groundwater depletion
and provide more surface water for ecological purposes. Furthermore, improved
coordination at all levels was promoted to overcome the institutional barriers to
IWEM.
The project was conducted with the grant of US$16.96 million provided by the
Global Environment Facility, one of the Bank’s partners, and was jointly
implemented by China’s Ministry of Water Resources, Ministry of Environmental
Protection, and the municipalities of Beijing and Tianjin and four provinces. The
central and local governments provided US$17.56 million in counterpart funding.
Thus, while the Bank assumes the role of the principal, the Chinese government
and the implementing agencies listed above become agents.
The overall success of the project is confirmed by its beneficiaries, but the
success of the project is not limited to the case alone, as it made a longer term
contribution by providing innovative ideas and approaches for China to build a
“resource-saving” and “environment-friendly” society.61 As noted by the World
Bank, the case positively confirmed the possibility of successful collaboration
61
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between multiple departments, improving water-related regulatory systems and
institutions, strengthening knowledge-based management of river basin water and
environment, establishing grassroots water management and service systems, and
raising public awareness and participation. The project thus made a valuable
contribution to future projects in similar sectors to follow.
More specifically, the project has resulted in reduced annual wastewater
discharge, reduced the amount of over-exploited groundwater, and reduced ET
value in the 16 project countries. Moreover, Yingcheng Wastewater Treatment
Plant in Hangu District, Tianjin, was built, instilling financial incentives for
wastewater treatment in the region. Public participation, often neglected by the
government, was encouraged with the establishment of over 400 water users
associations.
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With such achievements, the Bank has rated the overall outcome of the project
as “satisfactory.” 63 The project established a mechanism for integrated and
coordinated management of water resources and environment through cooperation
between water and environment departments at the central, provincial, and local
levels.

2. Comparative Analysis: Henan Towns & Hai Basin
Projects
Examining the key factors affecting implementation and outcomes, the two
62
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projects that were supported by the World Bank can be compared in terms of five
categories.
First, during the project preparation, design and quality at entry stage, the two
projects are both assessed to be “satisfactory.”
background

analysis

was

rated

64

For Henan Towns Project, the

“satisfactory.”

Despite

some

weakness

demonstrated by the Bank, 65 the lessons learned from earlier operations were
adequately incorporated. The project design was assessed to be “moderately
satisfactory,” taking into account the issues of geographic scope of the project
being spread over 12 counties and the commitment and readiness of each county to
the project not being fully recognized. More importantly, Bank procurement
procedures were not followed, and most works were not eligible for retroactive
financing. Thus, it can be seen that the large number of counties and towns
prevented the Bank and PMO to work closely with local utilities. However, simple
and well defined components, as well as the fact that the Borrower and the Bank
were the only financiers, are positive elements of the project design. At this initial
stage, the government’s commitment was adequate at Provincial level, although not
as much in local implementation level. The fact that the Provincial Finance
Department was coordinating a water and wastewater project was not fully
appropriate due to its limited capacity to guide implementation, while ownership
and capacity at the county level was found to be weak. In terms of assessment of
risks, technical and managerial risks were only rated moderate, and with the
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problems with local commitment, institutional framework, lack of clear
understanding of Bank policies and procedures, the quality at entry was rated as
“moderately unsatisfactory.”
On the other hand, Hai Basin project design at the initial level introduced new
and innovative approaches to address critical issues. For example, the project
emphasized an integrated approach to water resources and environmental planning
and management; institutional cooperation and development at national, river basin,
provincial levels; a balanced top-down and bottom-up management approach; data
and knowledge management for the water environment management; and
controlling water consumption rather than water use or withdrawal.66 Establishing
such focus in the early stage gives the Project an outright distinction by providing a
firm basis. At the preparation and design stage the Bank proposed ecological,
institutional, and instrument principles for integrated water resources management.
Although these principles and innovations were not fully endorsed by the
government at the beginning due to the divergence from the established and
traditional practice in China, further study, testing and discussion eventually led to
Government commitment. Also, environmental and social factors were adequately
incorporated in the project design, and the Hai Basin Project was found to be more
successful in terms of stakeholder involvement at lower levels. According to the
World Bank Implementation Completion and Results Report (2011), governments
at different levels demonstrated significant institutional support, making the project
a very timely, well designed, and highly innovative one. While Provinces/
Municipalities and counties/ cities borrowed a share of the Bank Loan to allocate
66
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their own counterpart resources, risks regarding advanced evapotranspiration (ET)
technology and knowledge management (KM) were overcome with the
government’s decision to allocate more external funding for development of the
Remote Sensing (RS)-based ET measuring technology.
Secondly, during the implementation stage the two projects took dramatically
different courses. Henan Towns Project was evaluated to be “unsatisfactory” at this
stage due to problems including difficulties with procurement, weakness in project
management, ineffective use of technical assistance, and slow response to
management issues. 67 About one year after the loan became effective, the
Provincial Project Management Office (PPMO) forwarded procurement documents
of retroactive financing to the Bank for review. All of the eleven participating
counties were found ineligible for the Bank financing and were thus dropped.
Further six counties were dropped as they secured other local sources to finance
subprojects.68 Such procurement problems highlighted the need for the Bank and
PPMO to be more proactive in tracking retroactive procurement actions in earlier
stages, and to ensure that the PMOs and PIUs clearly understand the Bank’s
procurement rules and requirements during the project preparation stage. The
limited capacity in small towns also underscored the weak project management.
Moreover, in spite of the Project recommendation, the province delayed the
appointment of project management consulting in project implementation. Such
ineffective use of TA funds also led to problems with procurement and lack of
timely replenishment of counterpart funds. It can be argued that although several
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risks were recognized at the outset, many problems were not addressed swiftly by
the Bank team or the PPMO, resulting in major and continuous delays with project
implementation. As mentioned in the Report, more frequent interactions between
the Bank, the PPMO, local PMOs and PIUs should have been made in order to
address the problems in a timely manner. The intensification of the problems could
thus be ascribed at least partially to the lack of communication.
Contrastingly, Hai Basin project had a timely mid-term review which proved
to be very useful in adjusting the project, accelerating implementation and
disbursement. Although the investment progress was rather slow during the first
two years, this was successfully resolved by collaborative efforts of Hai Basin
Commission, MWR, and NDRC. The midterm review allowed them to identify the
complexity of KM and ET aspects as factors leading to project delays, and the
government requested some adjustments that were agreed by the Bank. Thus, the
midterm review played a critical role in enabling the Project to meet or exceed
most output targets, supported by the enthusiastic performances of both the
government and the Bank.
The next factor, M&E design, implementation, and utilization, shows further
difference in the ways the two projects were conducted. Henan Towns Project was
shown to have “moderately unsatisfactory” M&E because of weak M&E
framework at appraisal that was not enhanced during supervision, poor
performance on the part of Chinese government on data collection and analysis,
and the lack of intermediate outcome indicators. In M&E design, the lack of
intermediate outcome indicator was a significant problem, and during M&E
implementation, project outcome indicators were found to be oversimplified and
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inadequate to monitor the PDO and project implementation.
In contrast, M&E system was seen to be well designed and implemented with
reliable information in Hai Basin Project. M&E groups at both central and local
government levels were established to carry out routine inspection against
performance indicators, and procurement and financial management information
system (MIS) was developed under the project as part of M&E system.
Furthermore, the two projects presented stark contrast in safeguard and
fiduciary compliance. While Hai Basin Project adequately addressed safeguard
policies at project design, the Henan Towns Project led only “moderately
unsatisfactory” environmental safeguards, as implementation of EMP was delayed
and monitoring data were not submitted to the Bank. Both social safeguards and
financial management were rated “moderately satisfactory,” but the project was
criticized particularly for the “unsatisfactory” procurement. For example, 21
contracts from 18 participating counties were rejected for not following Bank
procurement procedures, there was a lack of bid evaluations and selection reports
as well as inconsistent information, complaints were frequently ignored, and there
were long delays in the procurement process.69 Such failures further divert the
course of the Henan Towns Project away from that of the Hai Basin Project, as the
Hai Basin Project demonstrated a rapid procurement in line with Bank
requirements regardless of the enormous number of contracts and contracting units.
Lastly, post-completion operation and the next phase of the two projects add to
their differing qualities. The subprojects financed under the Henan Towns Project
were expected to operate with marginal profits, receiving limited subsidies from
69
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local governments. Hai Basin Project led a more positive post-completion
operation, as activities were expected to continue sustainably beyond project
completion (follow-on), and the government appeared to be keen to scale up the
project, as it had successfully demonstrated IWRM.
The diverging outcomes can be attributed to many factors, one of which is
Bank and Borrower performances that deserve further attention.
The unsuccessful outcome of the Henan Towns Project is produced by overall
“moderately unsatisfactory” performances of both the Bank and the Borrower,
which means that both the principal and agent failed to fulfill their roles. In
ensuring the quality at entry, the Bank did not clearly explain to the candidate
counties the time constraints and financing issues, and overestimated the counties’
ability to secure and disburse counterpart funds. At this initial stage, the M&E
arrangements were also weak. Further flaw was found in the quality of supervision
as the Bank failed to address issues in a timely fashion. The Bank’s supervision
remained weak in many aspects, such as not giving adequate training on all aspects
of procurement for all counterpart staff, not encouraging the client to seek TA from
firms, not providing solid and timely support on key issues raised by the
government, and not ensuring the sustainability of build assets.
Likewise, the Borrower displayed weak performance, both on the part of the
government and the implementing agencies. Although the Provincial Government
had shown a strong commitment to the Project during preparation and appraisal,
there was a shortage of multidisciplinary staff in the PPMO and PMOs. The
commitment at local level was not so strong and varied between counties. The local
government also did not endorse the Bank recommendations to establish efficient
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PMOs with technical staff and to engage experienced consultants and consulting
firms. Thus, in the few years of implementation there were poor designs and
problems with delivering the project. Moreover, eleven subprojects did not follow
Bank procurement procedures and were not eligible for Bank retroactive financing
while six subprojects withdrew from the Loan due to securing other financing
sources. To make matters worse, there was a great delay in restructuring, processed
only in November 2012. The implementing agencies did not show much difference.
During the first year of implementation, it was found that a significant number of
participating counties had already procured a number of contracts without
following the Bank’s guidelines and were ineligible for Bank financing. Poor
designs and lack of counterpart financing further delayed project implementation.
Overall, the Report records numerous problems that severely hampered the
implementation stage, such as contracts being awarded and implemented without
following Bank procedures, delays in allocation of counterpart funding to
respective subprojects, issues with engineering designs and procurement
documentation, lack of technical staff to support implementation, and extensive
delays in processing the project’s restructuring.
On the other hand, Hai Basin Project directly contrasts with the Henan Towns
Project in the overall Bank and Borrower performances. From the initial stage, the
Bank ensured that the project design was sound and that the project was feasible. It
ensured that fiduciary arrangements were adequate, and that provision was made to
respect safeguards. The Bank performed its role by adequately conducting
preparation and appraisal of technical aspects, effectively engaging government in
dialogue and conducting studies and fieldwork so that major project innovations
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could be realized. Although the complexity of some technical elements of the
project resulted in some minor implementation delays, the overall proactive Bank
involvement enabled cooperation between agencies, data sharing, joint reporting,
pushing of ET based management and IWEMPs. Moreover, the Bank satisfied its
role as the principal during supervision, by maintaining a focus on development
impact while emphasizing targeted outcomes and innovations being developed by
the project. Its supervision was apt, emphasizing the need to build understanding,
support, and ownership to carry out innovations. Supervision of fiduciary and
safeguard aspects was well conducted, with specialists in financial management,
procurement and social science participating. Overall, the Bank had a substantial
input into the success of the project, with its cooperative and supportive approach
to the government. The Bank team fulfilled its role in ensuring quality at entry,
maintaining high-quality supervision by emphasizing targeted outcomes and
innovations indispensable for the sustainable improvement of Hai Basin and Bohai
Sea conditions.
Furthermore, the Borrower played a highly satisfactory complementary role.
The government showed strong commitment to the project’s development
objectives, evident in the incorporation of project approaches into national policy.
Central and local governments displayed strong commitment during preparation
and implementation, establishing good working relations. Particularly, the Ministry
of Finance participated as a full project partner at central and local levels, and the
central and local government ensured that the Central Project Management Office
(CPMO) and Project Management Offices (PMOs) at all levels were adequately
supported and operative. The fact that some of the innovations such as joint PMOs
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and data sharing are unusual in China and bottom-up participative approach is
contrary to traditional top-down approaches adds to the significance of the project.
It shows that the government ultimately accepted and actively implemented
recommendations following Bank missions despite the uncertainty of venturing
into an unfamiliar path. The implementing agencies also extended the good
performance, as the PMOs at Central Municipal/ Provincial, Hai Basin
Commission, County levels were committed to achieving development objectives,
despite the prevailing complexity due to the large number of PMOs involved and
innovative approaches. CPMO performed well in directing and supporting other
PMOs, and implementation issues were undertaken efficiently and mostly in a
timely way. Thus, it is evident that the Borrower was involved in various stages of
the project in adequate ways. Overall, the project serves as a good example of a
fruitful partnership, as “highly satisfactory” performance undertaken by both the
principal and the agent in every stage was crucial in producing the overall success.
The two projects analyzed above are both supported by the World Bank but
have very different outcomes. The different results are significant because they
underscore the importance of how the principal and agent conceive their
complementary roles and show commitment in fulfilling them. The two projects
confirm that much more than funding is required to produce a truly sustainable and
efficient partnership. The Bank and the government must pursue a collaborative
approach to facilitate the decision-making process and build consensus to
incorporate public participation while ensuring project ownership. They should
also seek to avoid unnecessary delays between project phases, strive for innovative
mechanisms based on confidence, and promote interaction among different units to
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share and amplify expertise and knowledge.

VII. LIMITATIONS
The lack of transparency on the part of Chinese government makes it difficult
to collect information regarding local responses or internal assessments of the
projects from China’s perspective. Most of the reports and studies conducted on
such projects are only available in Chinese language, which further limits access to
in-depth analysis that encompasses local response. For example, China government
reports that are produced by the State Council, Ministry of Water Resources,
Ministry of Environmental Protection, and Ministry of Land and Resources are
found to be available in Chinese language only. Thus, many reports on water
resources management in China and environmental impact assessments that are
relevant to this paper are largely obscure. Such limitation renders it impossible to
fully comprehend the state of the environment in China, how it is assessed within
the country, how planning and implementation are being carried out in order to
address the water crisis, and how the local population receives them. The
information on two water projects conducted with Water Bank support is gathered
from World Bank reports, relying heavily on the Bank’s assessment of the projects.
The analysis of the projects’ success and failure factors is made from the World
Bank perception, risking a biased assessment that acts as a major weakness of this
paper.
The validity and scope of the research may be enhanced by conducting
interviews of the local population in the Henan Towns and the Hai Basin regions
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and those directly involved in the water resources management within the Chinese
government. Unfortunately, such interviews could not be conducted for this paper
due to time and spatial constraints.
Future research can be enhanced by acquiring internal perspectives through
communication with the local population in the project areas and the Chinese
government. Also, relying equally on Chinese data produced from within the
country would prove invaluable in future research, enabling assessment of projects
from the perspective of the Borrower.
As different stages of the Projects may be received differently depending on
varying interests held by the numerous stakeholders, more diverse sources and
perspectives would allow a more reliable assessment of the projects. By acquiring a
more balanced view of whether the Bank and the government are fulfilling their
roles in water management projects, a stronger conclusion may be reached on the
effects of the Bank-government partnership.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
Those opposing to Multilateral Development Banks’ management of the water
crisis criticize the skewed priorities of the strategies the MDBs adopt. NGOs and
governments which are against neoliberal policies voice concerns as to the World
Bank’s focus on big infrastructure projects and corporate investment in water
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supply as the key solutions to the crisis.70 It is their argument that such huge
investments in costly large-scale infrastructure strip the governments of their role
as the governments cannot afford such costs. This in turn results in the private
sector assuming a bigger role, evoking issues of ownership, democratic
accountability and of morality concerning the abuse of rights to essential natural
resource in the areas most in need. Multiple criticisms have been made against
World Bank’s knowledge creation that is “flawed” and “exclusionary,” directed
towards arriving at a predetermined set of policies – privatization and
globalization.71
Despite the criticisms against MDB’s solutions based on principles of
marketization and liberalization, however, evidence shows that putting water
resources management solely in the hands of the government does not solve the
problem. Past examples show that governments often lack the ability to manage
water resources efficiently and that inadequate institutions, technology, managerial
systems, and perverse incentives cause various shortcomings.72
The Chinese government has, on several occasions, demonstrated a failure in
the planning and implementation of resource management projects. The
government’s Three Gorges Dam hydropower project was proved to be an
unrealistic project that resulted in disastrous social consequences amidst prevailing
corruption. In the end, the flaws in geological planning along the dam’s route
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creating the potential for “environmental catastrophe” were even acknowledged by
government officials.73 With the implementation of South-North Transfer Project
Chinese government once again is criticized for not living up to the high cost of
investment, revealing limitations of strong government control in resource
management.
With the unprecedented level of water stress, there is a limit to which
government can achieve alone. The history of poor governance in China thus
suggests that water crisis requires a more concerted effort with the MDBs that have
the institutional capability to provide the government with the adequate
technological and informational means. According to the former president of the
World Bank, Robert Zoellick, the key to the success of the China-WB cooperation
was the country’s “remarkable capabilities in using the global knowledge and
expertise of the WB to move its own reforms forward.”74
At the same time, however, close examination of the two water projects
reveals that the results do not fully align with the hypothesis laid out earlier in this
paper, which assumes the very presence of the Bank as the key solution for
efficient water governance. While the evaluation of Hai Basin Project support the
hypothesis that the involvement of the Bank would highly enhance the
performance in water resource management, the Henan Towns Project proves that a
concerted effort of the Bank and the government may fail to achieve expected
outcomes. Thus, while embracing the significance of the Bank’s role in water
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resource management, it is important to note that successful collaboration requires
more than a simple amalgamation of the two bodies. Considering the full
implications of both international institutions and governments in their roles
regarding the water crisis, it would be radical and unrealistic to simply conclude
that one is definitely more effective than the other, or that government-Bank
partnership automatically leads to substantive results.
A successful collaborative management of water resources involves a joint
decision-making by both the government and the Bank while allowing active
public participation. Identification of various stakeholders’ interests and local
context is essential to enable greater power sharing, while viability and continuity
of projects should be secured by strong commitment of both the Bank and the
Borrower. Institutional and financial support, as well as harmonious knowledge
sharing, is crucial. Moreover, mutual agreement in political and legal framework
needs to be established to form the basis upon which efficient planning, monitoring
and evaluation, and mechanisms for conflict management can take effect. Only
when such enabling environment is made can sustainable solutions be reached.
Aggravating water crisis is one unintended consequence of China’s rapid
economic growth. With various factors such as climate change, pollution,
urbanization, and growing population further exacerbating the water stress, China
needs to diagnose the crisis accurately and devise ways to mitigate the problem.
The current government’s water resource management system needs major reforms
to balance supply and demand, invest more in efficient irrigation techniques, better
manage water wastage and encourage public participation by raising awareness.
The move towards a more integrated, sustainable, and flexible management
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approach is necessary in order to achieve these goals. In seeking a workable
mechanism that can most effectively protect the rights, values, and welfare of
people, it would be crucial to move towards a workable partnership between MDBs
and government agencies by their complementary strengths compensating for the
limitations of each. Acknowledging the challenges in water governance, sustained
efforts must be made to initiate a wide range of actions such as improving the legal
system, organizational arrangements, and policy instruments. Collaborative efforts
made by the Bank and Chinese government to secure efficiency and sustainability
would produce benefits that resonate through environmental, social and economic
sectors.
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요약 (국문초록)

정부와 다자개발은행의 수자원 관리:
중국과 세계은행

서울대학교 국제대학원
국제협력학과
박다슬

다자개발은행의 수자원 관리 사업 참여를 반대하는 측은 시장
기반 신 자유주의 전략이 결국 빈민층을 고립시키고 광범위한 사회,
환경 문제를 야기할 것이라고 주장한다. 사회주의를 채택하고 있는
중국의 경우 전통적으로 정부가 강력한 소유권과 통제권을 행사했지만
중국에서 실시된 정부 주도 수자원 사업의 뚜렷한 한계점이 드러나면서
다자개발은행의 역할이 주목을 받고 있으며 실적 향상에 대한 기대감이
커지고 있다.
본 연구는 보다 더 넓은 범위의 환경 개발 관련 세계은행의
역할 증대, 계획 수립, 규제, 운영, 통합적 수자원 관리 접근 방식
추진을 위한 세계은행과 정부의 실현 가능한 관계 정립에 관해 다룬다.
효율적인 수자원 관리를 위해서 정부의 행정 조직 간 협력
강화를

위한

통합적인

제도적

프레임워크
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채택이

중요한

동시에

다자개발은행은
결론적으로

수원국의

현재

수자원

사회,

정치적

위기를

맥락을

극복하기

고려해야
위해서는

한다.
정부와

다자개발은행의 지속 가능 개발을 기반으로 한 상호 보완적인 협력이
필요하다.

주요어: 수자원 위기, 수자원 관리, 중국, 세계은행, 다자개발은행, 지속
가능 개발
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